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Qianchang 铅厂 in Nanhua District 南华县雨露乡铅厂村 

Nanny Kim, draft May 2018 

Records and questions 

The site is not recorded in the written sources. The fact that a major mine is recorded to have been 

located 40 li south of Chuxiong or Nanhua suggested that this site - the name meaning “lead mine” - 

might have been a silver mine. 

Fieldwork by Nanny Kim and Yang Yuda 杨煜达, with Li Qiang 李强, our driver (born 

1962, with 9 years experience in the mining industry), 2018.1.27. 

Supported by: -- 

Main informant: Ms He 何 (Yi nationality 彝族, 32 years old) of the vicinity of Qianchang 

We departed from Kunming at 6 am and got to Nanhua at lunchtime. Continued on a good country 

road SE to for about 20 km to Yuluxiang 雨露乡, and some further 20 km south to Qianchang 铅厂村. 

The country we crossed is the hardly perceptible watershed between the Jinshajiang and the 

Yuanjiang/Honghe/Red River, consisting of ranges that rise from the plateau oat almost 2000 m to 

about 2300. After a second gradual ascent from Yulu, the road began descending towards the valley of 

the Malonghe 马龙河. Qianchang is on the western slope of a basin-shaped valley. We started asking 

at one of the first houses, a shop combined with a motorbike repair workshop. The young owner, who 

was working on some motorbikes caught on quickly and told us that there were mines further on and 

at Longtan 龙潭 across the basin to the north. The population is mostly Yizu. He was not sure what 

metal the mines exploited and at which time they might have been in operation. An entrepreneur had 

planned to open mines down in the valley, but had been drive away by locals. 

Ms He (何, 彝族, 32 years old), a relative of the shop owner agreed to take us to the sites. We passed 

through Qianchang village southwards, over a minor spur with another smaller village into a valley 

that descends southwards. The brook that drains this valley is a tributary to a northern tributary of the 

Malonghe. Ms He directed us down a narrow dirt track that reached the valley bottom and ascended 

towards an industrial shed on the eastern mountain shoulder, above the main descent into the valley of 

the tributary river. She told us that two mines by the above-mentioned entrepreneur were just above 

the track in the valley bottom, and the shed was also his facility. We realized that the track was built 

for the abandoned mining project. Looking for a place to turn the car around, we ran into relatives of 

Ms He who were harvesting eucalypt branches. They understood quickly that we were not looking for 

ore but for remains of historic mining and told us that there used to be slags in the fields above the 

power line tower on the opposite slope. The inhabitants of the village further up on the slope had sold 

slags for some years.  

We turned back and re-crossed the valley bottom. Ms He and me went down to look for the slags. 

They were soon well visible in the fields, and Ms He had keen eyes and pointed them out. Not far 

above the power line tower we hit on a tiny brook, there were slags not forming a coherent layer about 

1 m below the present surface in the washed out bank. A short way below a guy was burning off the 

dry grass and stubble on the slope, so we backtracked and headed up the slope. Slags continued to be 

well visible. Heading towards the northern end of the village we re-crossed the tiny brook and hit on a 

cavity that descends steeply into the mountain in the rill but just above the brook. Possibly an old 

mine. The slage petered out a short way, probably less than 50 m in height) below the village.  

We re-joined the others and proceeded along the track to inquire in the village. Ms He became highly 

reluctant, there appears to be some tension between villages or clans. She told us that this village, 

which in fact looks like two, has two family names, the northern part is inhabited by the Hes, the 

southern by the Zhous. We asked a middle-aged Mr. He and he asked us in. He didn’t know much but 
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confirmed that there were old slags, mentioned a temple, and stated that the name of the village was 

now Longdong 龙洞, and was formerly 老洞. He said his father knew more, but when the latter 

arrived he was unwilling to talk to us. When Yuda asked him which gods the temple was consecrated 

for, he answered that this was of no concern to them as Yi (彝家), indirectly confirming that the 

temple site was in existence when their ancestors moved in. 

We had a look at the temple, perched on the mountain shoulder above a massive descent into the 

valley of the tributary river, the confluence with the Malonghe being visible WSW. The temple had 

been recently restored, the contribution inscription listed numerous persons by the names of He and 

Zhou. 

We returned to Qianchang and dropped Ms He off.  

Longtan in is a northern side-valley of the basin, perhaps 5 km as the crow flies, but over 15 by the 

road, which ascends along the ridge NWN crosses it and then re-descends. The navigation system 

guided us through a small village and to the gate of an industrial dump. Back in the village we asked a 

gentleman of about 60, who told us that there used to be a mine (or quarry) down the road but no 

historic mining. 
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Results 

With high probability, Qianchang is a historic silver mine that was exploited a relatively long time 

ago. The absence of oral histories concerning the mine shows that the present inhabitants are not 

descendants of the miners.  

Further research has to rely on archaeology. 


